
EMSBPC Report of meeting Feb 1, 2022 
 
Land acknowledgement done by Melissa 
 
Mubeenah recounts her experience of being a muslim quebecer, followed by a moment of 
silence for the 5 year anniversary of the Quebec mosque shooting. 
 
Parent conference will be virtual on May 22.  
Many parents asked why the long weekend if expecting people to attend. 
 
Bill 9: bill tabled by CAQ to change the student ombudsman process. Changing it from the 
current scenario of 1 per board to 1 per region +1 one for the whole province. EPCA brought to 
the national assembly concerns about accessibility, neutrality, segregated data, reports being 
tabled in English and French at the same time. 
 
Follow up of return to school: Parents would like a generic letter to go out similar to when there 
is lice in the class, if a COVID case is present. 
Informed that the official status is 60% of a class must be missing for it to go online. 
 
ACSES committee is up for renewal 7 names renewed, 2 open spots, should you have interest, 
give your candidature to the principal of your school. 
 
Approval of 50$ award for each elementary school and 100$ to each high school as well as a 
book prize for 1 grade 6 student per school. 
 
Budget building ideas to be brought forward next meeting. 
 
New covid reporting tool is the use of mozaik covid option for absences. 
 
Concerns stemmed from the St Laurent School sexual assaults resulted in a new subcommittee 
forming.  Questions such as ‘Where can inappropriate touching be disclosed? What physical 
spotting is appropriate in physical education? Can commissioners bring it up to council to help 
find answers. 
 
Questions from the public: Mr Eustache: Does the pc or epca send his emails to all the 
membership? Are we aware of bill 40?  
 
Commissioners’ report:  Brief about current bills that may affect EMSB. Mention of the EMSB 
Equity press releases, concern about food insecurity. One parent mentioned 211.ca as a 
resource tool. 
 
EPCA: Last workshop offered was on how to converse about report cards, next one Feb 22 on 
special needs. To subscribe to the EPCA newsletter go to their website.  Brief for bill 9 restated, 



new deputy minister was named, concerns about the lack of elementary, high school or 
vocational education experience. 
Many parents have voiced concerns about only getting 1 report card by end January/early 
February, and the 2nd when the school year is over. 
 
ARC- Next tool kits: Islamophobia and antisemitism. 
 Brainstorm: How to advocate for our bipoc parents in our communities. 
 
EMSB enrollment focus group: next meeting feb 17th. Question about enrollment + number of 
applicants to each school. Data to be researched by the parent commissioners. 
 
Transport committee first report: Looking for west-end input. Grandfather clause trying to find 
a way to wean certain stops by a certain date. Concern about bussing being based on specific 
programs. Long term planning for new boundaries for transportation. 
 
Schools showing interest in 25k beautification grants, different schools would like to partner up 
with those that have successfully gotten them and used them efficiently.  
 
*edited to add that after being brought up at our GB: RWA front field was done about 10 years 
ago, changing 2 softball fields to a soccer pitch, and Mrs Vaudry is willing to answer any admin 
questions should other schools still be looking for help. (Feb 23, 2022) 
 
 
 


